Hot Mastic Applicator

Transport hot mastic patching material from the melter to the repair area for installation.

Improve quality of the repair, productivity, safety and ease-of-use with the Hot Mastic Applicator
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Hot Mastic Applicator

• Apply 10 gallons of mastic before refilling to improve productivity
• Self-contained heated material box to maintain product at effective temperature, decreasing potential for spills and worker fatigue, which are issues associated with buckets
• Reversible handle to better accommodate traffic conditions, increasing worker safety
• Single person operation. Gate control located close to handle so operator can push applicator while also controlling gate valve
• More heat at the material chute for better flow of exiting material
• Added spring pressure to shoe to aid in applying mastic and prevent the shoe from lifting and building up material
• New tool scraper along top edge of tank for removing material from tools, while redepositing material back into tank
• New tank bottom profile helps prevent aggregate build-up and improves agitation
• Longer agitation handle provides more leverage, making agitator easier to use
• New lifting handles for ease of loading and unloading unit for travel

The new reversible handle feature allows the operator to change application direction "on the fly", increasing applicator versatility. By simply rotating the handle over the unit, the application direction is reversed. Regardless of where repair is located, operator can maneuver applicator from safest possible position. This feature brings more functionality and ease of operation, while adding operator safety.

Use the Hot Mastic Applicator in conjunction with the Crafco Patcher I and Patcher II for installing hot-applied patching materials.

Call to schedule a demonstration or place an order today!
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